Turbo 400 neutral safety switch
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Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. Does somene make a neutral safety switch with a
backup light switch for th tranny? I am doing a conversion on my 61 olds from a slim jim with
Ross Racing Engines Tranny conversion. They are a bracket that is held on by two bolts that
also goes to another bracket not shown. The other bracket bolts to the transmission pan. The
neutral start switch has Park, Neutral and a back up light function. I have one on my 32 Ford
with the Turbo in it. No picture of the Turbo bracket But here's the switch NOS and a used one
for a spare. Sometimes difficult to find I get them every time I find a good one in the junk yard.
The used neutral start switch shown actually also came on a same vintage van equipped with a
Turbo The Turbo 's does not require the extra bracket that the does. When looking in the junk
yard for the switches Deuce Roadster , Oct 2, I new someone here would have an idea of what to
do. Thanks Pat. I think the T switch is different. I tried to set up a switch I had in stock, didn't
know what it was off. The position of the various contacts in the arch of travel was different than
the T trans I wanted to put it on. Finally gave up and assumed it was for a T Canuck , Oct 5, Now
I have to find this set up. Does anyone have it for sale? Deuce Roadster , Oct 5, Last edited: Jun
1, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter
Instagram. The stainless steel mounting bracket bolts to the transmission using two of the pan
bolts and gives a correctly functioning neutral safety and back up light switch in just about any
application car or truck. A well thought out solution to a common problem. Works great in
Chevy's. With instructions. Just shop my store, select the items you want and at check out, take
the option "Ask seller for total". Shipping cost includes delivery confirmation tracking and
insurance! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1
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Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
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international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 3 items available.
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payment instructions Shipped the same day or next business day after payment received. Back
to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or
Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. The ones I am finding go
inside the steering column and that is not what I want. I will be changing from a column shifter
to a floor shifter right rustynewyorker? I am wondering if I can just go ahead and fabricate my
own using a Mopar switch or a microswitch from Radio Shack. Has anyone done this? El
Caballo , Nov 3, I have one on my 32 roadster with a Turbo Deuce Roadster , Nov 3, The Lokar
and Gennie shifters use a switch like your first picture, where a ball gets pushed by a lump in
the shifter mechanism close to the pivot point of the shifter. For a kickdown switch on my TH, I
used a lever action micro switch located on the upper arm area of my home-made accelerator
pedal bracket. I adjusted it so it kicks on and downshifts it a hair before WOT. The long arm on
the switch is made of springy steel so it can bend the rest of the way to all the way WOT without
hurting the switch. The used micro switches you might find in junkyards for a lot of stock TH
kick-down setups usually are kind of rotten looking and the wires and the protective rubber
boots are old and brittle and cracked up or falling apart. You might be able to rig up a circuit
using a smaller switch that turns on a relay and run the wires to the starter solenoid through the
relay instead of directly through the neutral safety switch. The wires that go through the neutral
safety switch have to handle the current of the solenoid on the starter without causing a voltage
drop. I think I used 12 gauge for that on the last three cars I wired up. I also used better quality
SXL wire with the higher temp insulation. RustyBolts , Nov 3, Last edited: Nov 3, Wow, then
would you mind shooting some more pics of it from different angles. Gotta see what I can make
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